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TITLE: PARTIALLY FLUORINATED POLYMERS

ABSTRACT: A method of making a partially fluorinated polymer dispersions and resulting aqueous mixtures. This method comprises polymerizing one or more fluorinated monomers in an aqueous emulsion polymerization in the presence of a polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier to form a fluorinated polymer. The polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier has the formula X₂C=CX(CF₂)m(CH₂)n[O-(CX₂)ₚ]q-[O-(CX₂)₟]-[O-(CX₂)ₚ]q-[O-(CX₂)₟]-[O-(CX₂)ₚ]-[O-(CX₂)₟]-[O-(CX₂)ₚ]-[O-(CX₂)₟]-CH₂]⁻Y.
PARTIALLY FLUORINATED POLYMERS

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] A method for making partially fluorinated polymers using a polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier is described.

SUMMARY

[0002] Fluoropolymers, i.e. polymers having a fluorinated backbone, have been long known and have been used in a variety of applications because of several desirable properties such as heat resistance, chemical resistance, weatherability, UV-stability, etc.

[0003] A frequently used method for producing fluoropolymers involves aqueous emulsion polymerization of one or more fluorinated monomers using a fluorinated emulsifier. During polymerization, emulsifiers may be used to prevent coalescing of the polymer particles. After forming the polymer particles, an emulsifier may be used to stabilize the dispersion, preventing the particles from agglomerating and settling.

[0004] In some instances these emulsifiers may have a negative impact on the final product and are preferably removed. An aqueous emulsion polymerization wherein no emulsifier is used has been described in U.S. Pat. No. 5,453,477, WO 96/24622 and WO 97/17381 to generally produce homo- and copolymers of chlorotrifluoroethylene (CTFE). For example, WO 97/17381 discloses an aqueous emulsion polymerization in the absence of an emulsifier wherein a radical initiator system of a reducing agent and oxidizing agent is used to initiate the polymerization and thereby the initiator system is added in one or more further charges during the polymerization. So-called emulsifier-free polymerization has further been disclosed in WO 02/88206 and WO 02/88203. In the latter PCT application, the use of dimethyl ether or methyl tertiary butyl ether is taught to minimize formation of low molecular weight fractions that may be extractable from the fluoropolymer. WO 02/88207 teaches an emulsifier-free polymerization using certain chain transfer agents to minimize formation of water soluble fluorinated compounds. An emulsifier-free polymerization is further disclosed in RU 2158274 for making an elastomeric copolymer of hexafluoropropylene and vinylidene fluoride. However, emulsifier-free polymerizations have some disadvantages such as e.g., large particle sizes.

[0005] Thus, the aqueous emulsion polymerization process in the presence of fluorinated emulsifiers is still a desirable process to produce fluoropolymers because it can yield stable fluoropolymer particle dispersions in high yield and in a more environmental friendly way than for example polymerizations conducted in an organic solvent. Traditionally, the emulsion polymerization process is carried out using a perfluoroalkanoic acid or salt thereof as an emulsifier. These non-polymerizable emulsifiers are typically used as they provide a wide variety of desirable properties such as high speed of polymerization, good copolymerization properties of fluorinated olefins with comonomers, small particle sizes of the resulting dispersion can be achieved, good polymerization yields (i.e. a high amount of solids can be produced), good dispersion stability, etc., however, environmental concerns have been raised with these emulsifiers.
Accordingly, measures have been taken to replace the perfluoroalkanoic acid or salt thereof with alternative emulsifiers having an improved environmental profile as disclosed in U.S. Pat. Publ. No. 2007/0015865 (Hintzer et al.). However, such alternative emulsifiers can be expensive and difficult to make. Additionally, and/or alternatively, these non-polymerizable fluorinated emulsifiers may be removed from the aqueous dispersion and waste streams as disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 6,833,403 (Blaedel, et al.). However, the removal adds an additional processing step and/or cost.

Thus, there is a desire to provide an aqueous polymerization method using a fluorinated emulsifier, which does not require removal of the fluorinated emulsifier post polymerization, and wherein the resulting aqueous emulsion is substantially free of the fluorinated emulsifier. In one embodiment, it is desirable to identify a method to manufacture partially fluorinated polymers that is simple and/or lower cost.

In one aspect, method of making a partially fluorinated polymer dispersion is described comprising: polymerizing one or more fluorinated monomers in an aqueous emulsion polymerization in the presence of a polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier to form the partially fluorinated polymer, wherein the polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier is selected from: Formula (I):

\[ X_2C=\text{CX}(\text{CF}_2)_m(\text{CH}_2)_n[0-(\text{CX}_2)_p]_q-0-(\text{CX}_2)_r]_t-0-(\text{CX}_2-CX_2)_s)_l-[(0)_w-(\text{CX}_2)_u]_v-\text{[CH}_2]_w-Y \]

where \( X \) is independently selected from \( \text{H, F, or CF}_3 \); \( Y \) is \( \text{COOM or S}_0 \); \( m \) is \( 0-5 \); \( n \) is \( 0-5 \); \( p \) is at least \( 1 \); \( q \) is \( 0-5 \); \( r \) is \( 0-5 \); \( s \) is \( 0-5 \); \( t \) is \( 0-5 \); \( u \) is \( 0-5 \); \( v \) is \( 0-5 \); \( w \) is \( 0 \) or \( 1 \); and \( z \) is \( 0-5 \); wherein at least one of \( m, n, q, s, t, u, v, \) and \( z \) is at least \( 1 \); and \( M \) is \( \text{H, an alkali metal, or NH}_4 \); wherein the polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier \( a \) comprises at least 1 fluorine atom; and \( b \) is less than 1 wt % based on the total weight of monomers used; and wherein the partially fluorinated polymer comprises less than 50 mol % vinylidene fluoride.

In one embodiment, the polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier is selected from the group consisting of:

\[ CX_2=\text{CX}-(\text{CF}_2)_m-0-(\text{CF}_2)_n-0-(\text{CF}_2)_r]_t-0-(\text{CF}_2)_s)_l-0-(\text{CF}_2)_u]_v-\text{[CF}_2]_w-Y \]  (II)

\[ CX_2=\text{CX}-(\text{CF}_2)_m-0-(\text{CF}_2)_n]_q-0-(\text{CF}_2)_r]_t-0-(\text{CF}_2)_s)]_l-0-(\text{CF}_2)]_u]_v-\text{[CF}_2]_w-Y \]  (III)

where \( X \) is independently selected from \( \text{H, F, or CF}_3 \); \( Y \) is \( \text{COOM or S}_0 \); where \( m \) is an integer selected from \( 0-5 \); \( p \) is at least \( 1 \); \( r \) is an integer selected from \( 0-5 \); \( s \) is an integer selected from \( 1-5 \); \( t \) is an integer selected from \( 1-5 \); \( u \) is an integer selected from \( 1-5 \); \( v \) is an integer selected from \( 1-5 \); and \( M \) is \( \text{H, an alkali metal, or NH}_4 \).

The above summary is not intended to describe each embodiment. The details of one or more embodiments of the invention are also set forth in the description below. Other features, objects, and advantages will be apparent from the description and from the claims.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0011] As used herein, the term "a", "an", and "the" are used interchangeably and mean one or more; and "and/or" is used to indicate one or both stated cases may occur, for example A and/or B includes, (A and B) and (A or B).

[0012] Also herein, recitation of ranges by endpoints includes all numbers subsumed within that range (e.g., 1 to 10 includes 1.4, 1.9, 2.33, 5.75, 9.98, etc.).

[0013] Also herein, recitation of "at least one" includes all numbers of one and greater (e.g., at least 2, at least 4, at least 6, at least 8, at least 10, at least 25, at least 50, at least 100, etc.).

[0014] The goal of the present disclosure is to prepare a partially fluorinated polymer dispersion, wherein the dispersion is stabilized and is substantially free of fluorinated emulsifier.

[0015] In the present disclosure, an acid-functionalized monomer (herein referred to as a polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier) is used, not to impart different properties onto the resulting final fluoropolymer, but to stabilize the fluoropolymer dispersion. Although not wanting to be limited by theory, it is believed that by adding a small amount of a polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier to an aqueous fluoropolymer polymerization, these acid-functionalized monomers are able to stabilize the polymerization, yet not impact the select properties of the resulting fluoropolymer. Furthermore, because the acid-functionalized monomers are polymerized into the fluoropolymer, there may be no need for removal of them from the aqueous dispersion and/or the waste water.

[0016] The present disclosure is directed toward an aqueous emulsion polymerization that comprises fluorinated monomers and a polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier. It has been found that emulsifiers of Formula (I) are effective in stabilizing the aqueous emulsion polymerization of fluoropolymers.

[0017] The polymerizable fluorinated emulsifiers of the present disclosure are those that correspond to formula (I):

$$X_2C=CF(CF_2)_m(CH_2)_n[0-(CF_2)_p]_q[0-(CF_2)_r]_t[0-(CF_2)_s]_u[(0)_{0-5}-(CF_2)_w]_v-[CH_2]_z-Y$$

where X is independently selected from H, F, or CF₃; Y is COOM or SO₃⁻M; wherein the polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier comprises at least 1 fluorine atom. M is H, an alkali metal (e.g., Na, Ca, etc.), or NH₄. Subscript m is 0-6, 0-5, 0-4; 0-3; or even 0-2. Subscript n is 0-6, 0-5, 0-4; 0-3; or even 0-2. Subscript p is at least 1, 2, 3, 4, or even 5; and no more than 20, 10, 8, or even 6. Subscript q is 0-6, 0-5, 0-4; 0-3; or even 0-2. Subscript r is 0-6, 0-5, 0-4; 0-3; or even 0-2. Subscript t is 0-6, 0-5, 0-4; 0-3; or even 0-2. Subscript s is 0-6, 0-5, 0-4; 0-3; or even 0-2. Subscript u is 0-6, 0-5, 0-4; 0-3; or even 0-2. Subscript v is 0-6, 0-5, 0-4; 0-3; or even 0-2. Subscript w is 0 or 1. Subscript z is 0-6, 0-5, 0-4; 0-3; or even 0-2. At least one of m, n, q, s, t, u, v, and z is at least 1.

[0018] The polymerizable fluorinated emulsifiers disclosed herein may be in their acid form or may be a salt, including for example, sodium, potassium, and ammonium salts.
[0019] The polymerizable emulsifier used in the present disclosure is fluorinated, therefore, the polymerizable emulsifier, must include at least 1 fluorine atom. In one embodiment, it is desirable that at least 50%, 75%, 90%, 95% or even 99% of the carbon-hydrogen bonds of the polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier be replaced by carbon-fluorine bonds. In one embodiment, the polymerizable emulsifier of the present disclosure is perfluorinated (or fully fluorinated).

[0020] In one embodiment, the polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier is selected from the group consisting of (i) fluorinated vinyl ethers, (ii) fluorinated allyl ethers, and (iii) fluorinated olefins.

[0021] In one embodiment, the polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier is a linear molecule and does not comprise any branching (e.g., a carbon substituent attached off the main chain of the molecule, e.g., CF$_2$=CF-0-CF(CF$_3$)-Y is branched).

[0022] Fluorinated vinyl ethers include those of formulas:

$\text{CX}_2=\text{CX}-0-(\text{CF}_2)_p-0-(\text{CF}_3)_t-\text{Y}$

$\text{CX}_2=\text{CX}-0-(\text{CF}_2)_p-0-(\text{CF}_3)_t-0-\text{CF}(\text{CF}_3)_t-\text{Y}$

$\text{CX}_2=\text{CX}-0-(\text{CF}_2)_p-0-\text{CHF}-\text{CF} \_2-\text{Y}$

$\text{CX}_2=\text{CX}-0-(\text{CF}_2)_p-0-\text{CFH}-\text{Y}$

$\text{CX}_2=\text{CX}-0-(\text{CF}_2)_p-0-\text{CH}_2-\text{Y}$

$\text{CX}_2=\text{CX}-0-(\text{CF}_2)_p-0-(\text{CF}_3)_t-\text{CH}_2-\text{Y}$

where X is independently selected from H, F, or CF$_3$; where Y is COOM or S0$_3$M. M is H, an alkali metal, or NH$_4$. Subscript r is an integer selected from at least 0 or 1 and at most 6, 5, 4, 3, or even 2.

Subscript t is an integer selected from at least 0 or 1 and at most 6, 5, 4, 3, or even 2. Subscript p is an integer selected from at least 1 and at most 6, 5, 4, 3, or even 2. In one embodiment, at least one of X in the fluorinated vinyl ether comprises a H atom. In one embodiment, at least one of X in the fluorinated vinyl ether comprises a F atom.

[0023] Exemplary fluorinated vinyl ethers include partially fluorinated vinyl ethers and perfluorinated fluorinated vinyl ethers such as: CF$_2$=CF-0-(CF$_2$)$_3$-0-CF$_2$-COOM, CH$_2$=CF-0-(CF$_2$)$_3$-0-CF$_2$-COOM, CF$_2$=CF-0-(CF$_2$)$_2$-0-CF$_2$-COOM, CHF=CH-0-(CF$_2$)$_2$-0-CF$_2$-COOM CF$_2$=CF-0-(CF$_2$)==0-CF[CF$_3$]-CF$_2$)-0-CF[CF$_3$]-COOM, CF$_2$=CF-0-(CF$_2$)$_2$-(0-CF[CF$_3$]-CF$_2$)-0-CF(CF$_3$)-COOM, CF$_2$=CF-0-(CF$_2$)$_3$-(0-CF[CF$_3$]-CF$_2$)-0-CF(CF$_3$)-COOM, CF$_2$=CF-0-(CH$_2$)$_2$-CH$_2$-COOM, CF$_2$=CF-0-(CH$_2$)$_2$-(CF$_2$)$_2$CH$_2$-COOM, CF$_2$=CF-0-(CF$_2$)$_4$-S0$_3$M, CH$_2$=CF-0-(CF$_2$)$_4$-S0$_3$M, CHF=CH-0-(CF$_2$)$_4$-S0$_3$M, and combinations thereof where M is H, an alkali metal, or NH$_4$.

[0024] Fluorinated allyl ethers include those of formulas:

$\text{CX}_2=\text{CX}-(\text{CF}_2)_m-0-(\text{CF}_2)_p-0-(\text{CF}_3)_t-\text{Y}$

$\text{CX}_2=\text{CX}-(\text{CF}_2)_m-0-(\text{CF}_2)_p-0-(\text{CF}_3)_t-0-\text{CF}(\text{CF}_3)_t-\text{Y}$

$\text{CX}_2=\text{CX}-(\text{CF}_2)_m-0-(\text{CF}_2)_p-0-\text{CHF}-\text{CF}_2-\text{Y}$

$\text{CX}_2=\text{CX}-(\text{CF}_2)_m-0-(\text{CF}_2)_p-0-\text{CHF}-\text{Y}$

$\text{CX}_2=\text{CX}-(\text{CF}_2)_m-0-(\text{CF}_2)_p-0-\text{CH}_2-\text{Y}$

$\text{CX}_2=\text{CX}-(\text{CF}_2)_m-0-(\text{CF}_2)_p-0-(\text{CF}_3)_t-\text{CH}_2-\text{Y}$

and
where X is independently selected from H, F, or CF₃ and comprises at least one F atom; where Y is COOM or SO₃M. M is H, an alkali metal, or NH₄. Subscript m is an integer selected from at least 1 and at most 6, 5, 4, 3, or even 2. Subscript r is an integer selected from at least 0 or 1 and at most 6, 5, 4, 3, or even 2. Subscript t is an integer selected from at least 0 or 1 and at most 6, 5, 4, 3, or even 2. Subscript p is an integer selected from at least 1 and at most 6, 5, 4, 3, or even 2. In one embodiment, at least one of X in the fluorinated allyl ether comprises a H atom. In one embodiment, at least one of X in the fluorinated allyl ether comprises a F atom.

Exemplary fluorinated allyl ethers include partially fluorinated allyl ethers and perfluorinated fluorinated allyl ethers such as CF₂=CF CF₂=0-(CF₂)₃0-CF₂-COOM, CH₂=CF CF₂=0-(CF₂)₃0-CF₂-COOM, CF₂=CF CF₂=0-(CF₂)₄0-CF₂-COOM, CHF=CH CF₂=0-(CF₂)₅0-CF₂-COOM CF₂=CF CF₂=0-(CF₂)₆0-CF₂-COOM, CF₂=CF CF₂=0-(CF₂)₇0-CF₂-COOM, CF₂=CF CF₂=0-(CF₂)₈0-CF₂-COOM, CH₂=CF CF₂=0-(CF₂)₉0-CF₂-COOM, CH₂=CF CF₂=0-(CF₂)ₙ0-CF₂-COOM, CH₂=CF CF₂=0-(CF₂)ₚ0-CF₂-COOM, and combinations thereof where M is H, an alkali metal, or NH₄.

Fluorinated olefins include those of formula:

CX₂=CX-(CF₂)ₘY and

CF₂=CF-(CF₂)ₘY

where X is independently selected from H, F, or CF₃ and Y is COOM or SO₃M. M is H, an alkali metal, or NH₄. Subscript m is an integer selected from at least 1 and at most 6, 5, 4, 3, or even 2. In one embodiment, at least one of X in the fluorinated olefin comprises a H atom. In one embodiment, at least one of X in the fluorinated olefin comprises a F atom.

Exemplary fluorinated olefins include partially fluorinated olefins and perfluorinated olefins such as: CH₂=CF-(CF₂)₈COOM, CF₂=CH-(CF₂)₉COOM, CH₂=CF-(CF₂)ₐCOOM, CF₂=CF-(CF₂)ₙCOOM, CF₂=CF-(CF₂)ₚS0₃M, and combinations thereof where M is H, an alkali metal, or NH₄.

In one embodiment, the polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier is selected from the group consisting of:

CF₂=CF-(CF₂)ₘ0-(CF₂)ₚ10-(CF₂)ₙY (II)

CF₂=CF-(CF₂)ₘ0-(CF₂)ₚ10-(CF₂-COOM) CF₂=0-(CF₂)ₙY (III); and

CX₂=CX-(CF₂)ₘY (IV)

where X is independently selected from H, F, or CF₃; where Y is COOM or SO₃M, m is an integer selected from 0-5, p is at least 1, r is an integer selected from 0-5, s is an integer selected from 1-5, t is an integer selected from 1-5, v is an integer selected from 1-5, and M is H, an alkali metal, or NH₄.

Exemplary polymerizable fluorinated emulsifiers of the present disclosure include: CF₂=CF-0-(CF₂)ₚ0-CF₂-COOM where p is 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6; CF₂=CF-CF₂=0-(CF₂)ₚ10-CF₂-COOM where p is 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 and u is 0 or 1; CF₂=CF-0-CF₂-COOM; CF₂=CF-0-(CF₂)ₚ0-CF₂-COOM where p
is 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6; and CF$_2$=CF-0-(CF$_2$)$_p$-S0$_3$M where p is 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5; and CF$_2$=CF-0-(CF$_2$)$_p$-S0$_3$M where p is 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6; and M is H, an alkali metal, or NH$_4$.

[0030] The polymerizable fluorinated emulsifiers of the present disclosure have non-telogenic activity meaning that less than 50%, 40%, 30%, 20%, 10%, 5%, 1%, or even none of the carbon bonds are to hydrogen. In other words, the polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier does not act like a chain transfer agent and consequently does not reduce the molecular weight of the resulting polymer. The polymerizable fluorinated emulsifiers of the present disclosure are polymerized into the polymer backbone and do not terminate the polymerization.

[0031] In the polymerization of the present disclosure, the polymerizable fluorinated emulsifiers mentioned above are used in the aqueous emulsion polymerization of one or more fluorinated monomers. In one embodiment, the full amount of the polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier may be added at the start of the polymerization or can be added to the polymerization in a continuous way during the polymerization. Alternatively, a portion of the polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier may be added at the start of the polymerization and the remainder added continuously or in one or separate additional portions during the polymerization. In another embodiment, the polymerization is initiated in the absence of the polymerizable emulsifier, followed by the addition of the polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier to the batch in a batch-wise or continuous manner. If polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier is added after initiation of the polymerization, preferably, the polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier is added until (or before) a conversion of monomer to polymer of 70% to 80% is achieved.

[0032] The amount of polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier used may vary depending on desired properties such as amount of solids, particle size, etc. Generally, the amount of polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier is kept to a level, which is sufficient to stabilize the fluoropolymer dispersion. Typically, the amount of polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier will be at least 50, 100, 200, 300, 400, or even 500 ppm (parts per million) and based on the total amount of monomer used. If unnecessarily large amounts of fluorinated polymerizable emulsifier are used, the resulting fluoropolymer may be difficult to coagulate and/or work-up and may also impact the properties of the final polymer, for example, thermal stability or discoloration. Typically, the amount of polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier will be at most 750, 1000, 2000, 4000, 5000, or even 10000 ppm based on the total amount of monomer used.

[0033] When doing aqueous emulsion polymerization with an emulsifier, enough emulsifier is needed to stabilize the emulsion, preventing premature coagulation of the polymer. In the present disclosure, a balance is struck between having enough polymerizable emulsifier present to stabilize the emulsion, while keeping the amount of polymerizable emulsifier used low (a) so it is incorporated into the polymer avoiding removal from the waste streams and (b) so as not to substantially impact the physical and processing properties of the resulting polymer. In the present disclosure, just enough polymerizable emulsifier is used to prevent premature coagulation during polymerization. As is known in the art, once the polymer coagulates, the polymerization stops, which can be seen during polymerization, e.g., when
monomer uptake decreases by 10% in a minute and/or visually by the coagulating of the polymer, etc. The amount of polymerizable emulsifier used should be kept high enough to prevent the premature coagulation of the polymer, but low enough so that the incorporated emulsifier, does not substantially impacts the physical (e.g., tensile strength, elongation, etc.), and processing properties of the resulting polymer. Because of this balance, the amount of polymer solids generated in the polymerization of the present disclosure will be less than 30%, 29%, 28%, 27%, 26%, or even 25%; but greater than 15%, 16%, 17%, 18%, 19%, or even 20%.

[0034] The polymerization of the present disclosure is an aqueous emulsion polymerization, meaning that polymerization occurs in polymer particles dispersed in water which are electronically stabilized by an emulsifier. Aqueous emulsion polymerization can be carried out continuously in which, for example, monomers, water, optionally further emulsifiers, buffers and catalysts are fed continuously to a stirred reactor under optimum pressure and temperature conditions while the resulting emulsion is removed continuously. An alternative technique is batch or semibatch (semi-continuous) polymerization characterized by feeding the ingredients into a stirred reactor and allowing them to react at a set temperature for a specified length of time or by charging ingredients into the reactor and feeding the monomers into the reactor to maintain a constant pressure until a desired amount of polymer is formed. The polymerization can be carried out in a standard or conventional vessel used for emulsion polymerization of gaseous fluorinated monomers.

[0035] In one embodiment, the polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier is added continuously during the polymerization. Although not wanting to be bound by theory, it is believed that by continuously adding the polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier during polymerization, higher solids can be achieved. It is thought that because the stabilizing polar groups are covered by growing polymer chains and thus, are unable to contribute to the colloidal stability, it may be important to constantly have stabilizing polar groups at the polymer surface and thus, the polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier may be added continuously during polymerization. In one embodiment, it is preferable to stop the addition of the polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier prior to the end of the polymerization, in order to ensure that the polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier is completely incorporated into the polymer and to avoid treatment of waste water streams.

[0036] In one embodiment, it may be desirable to add a certain monomer to the polymerization in the form of an aqueous emulsion. For example, fluorinated co-monomers that are liquid under the polymerization conditions may be advantageously added in the form of an aqueous emulsion. The emulsion of such co-monomers is preferably prepared using the polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier. If a portion of the polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier is batch-charged prior to polymerization start, it is optional to use "doped" polymerizable fluorinated emulsifiers. Where the doped polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier are microemulsions with fluorinated, low telogenic, inert liquids with boiling points higher than 100 °C. Examples of such liquids include: (i) fluorinated cyclic hydrocarbons, such as octafluoronaphthalene, octafluorotoluene, hexafluorobenzene, perfluoroarylmethane (C14 F24).
perfluoroperhydrofluorene \((\text{C}_13\text{F}_{22})\), perfluoro decalin \((\text{C}_{10}\text{F}_{20})\), perfluoro methyl decalin \((\text{C}_{11}\text{F}_{26})\), perfluorodimethylcyclohexane \((\text{C}_9\text{F}_{14})\), perfluoromethylcyclohexane \((\text{C}_9\text{F}_{14})\), perfluorodimethylcyclobutane \((\text{C}_8\text{F}_{12})\); (ii) fluorinated polyoxyalkenes of the formula \(\text{CF}_2=\text{CF}(\text{C}_3\text{F}_{11})_m\text{O}(\text{R}^a\text{O})_n\text{R}^c\), where \(\text{R}^a\) and \(\text{R}^b\) are different perfluoroalkylene groups of 3 to 6 C-atoms, \(\text{R}^c\) is a perfluoroalkyl group of 1 to 6 C-atoms, \(1\text{i}s 0\text{ or }1\), \(m\) and \(n\) are independently 0 to 10 and \(n+m\) is \(>2\) or \(>3\), examples include: \(\text{CF}_3\text{C}(-\text{CF}_3)\text{CF}_2\text{CF}(\text{C}_3\text{F}_{11})_m\text{O}(\text{R}^a\text{O})_n\text{R}^c\) \((\text{PPVE}-3)\), \(\text{CF}_3\text{C}(-\text{CF}_3)\text{CF}_2\text{CF}(\text{C}_3\text{F}_{11})_m\text{O}(\text{R}^a\text{O})_n\text{R}^c\) \((\text{PPVE}-4)\), \(\text{CHF}_2\text{CF}_2\text{CF}(\text{C}_3\text{F}_{11})_m\text{O}(\text{R}^a\text{O})_n\text{R}^c\) \((\text{PPVE}-3)\), \(\text{CHF}_2\text{CF}_2\text{CF}(\text{C}_3\text{F}_{11})_m\text{O}(\text{R}^a\text{O})_n\text{R}^c\) \((\text{HPPVE}-2)\), \(\text{CHF}_2\text{CF}(\text{C}_3\text{F}_{11})_m\text{O}(\text{R}^a\text{O})_n\text{R}^c\); (iii) fluorinated alkenes of the formula \(\text{F}_2\text{C}=\text{C}(\text{R}^d\text{O})\text{R}^e\) \((\text{R}^f\text{O})\text{R}^g\); (iv) fluorinated polyoxyalkenes of the formula \(\text{R}^a\text{O}-\text{R}^b\text{O}-\text{R}^c\) \((\text{R}^d\text{O})\text{R}^e\) \((\text{R}^f\text{O})\text{R}^g\); (v) fluorinated alkenes of the formula \(\text{F}_2\text{C}=\text{C}(\text{R}^d\text{O})\text{R}^e\) \((\text{R}^f\text{O})\text{R}^g\); (vi) fluorinated polyoxyalkenes of the formula \(\text{R}^a\text{O}-\text{R}^b\text{O}-\text{R}^c\) \((\text{R}^d\text{O})\text{R}^e\) \((\text{R}^f\text{O})\text{R}^g\); (vii) fluorinated alkenes of the formula \(\text{F}_2\text{C}=\text{C}(\text{R}^d\text{O})\text{R}^e\) \((\text{R}^f\text{O})\text{R}^g\); (viii) fluorinated polyoxyalkenes of the formula \(\text{R}^a\text{O}-\text{R}^b\text{O}-\text{R}^c\) \((\text{R}^d\text{O})\text{R}^e\) \((\text{R}^f\text{O})\text{R}^g\); (ix) fluorinated alkenes of the formula \(\text{F}_2\text{C}=\text{C}(\text{R}^d\text{O})\text{R}^e\) \((\text{R}^f\text{O})\text{R}^g\). Suitable initiators include peroxides and azo compounds and redox based initiators. Specific examples of peroxide initiators include, hydrogen peroxide, sodium or barium peroxide, diacetylperoxides such as diacetylperoxide, disuccinoyl peroxide, dipropyionylperoxide, dibutyrylperoxide, dibenzooylperoxide, benzoylecetylperoxide, diglutaric acid peroxide and dilaurilperoxide, and further per-acids and salts thereof such as e.g. ammonium, sodium or potassium salts. Examples of per-acids include peracetic acid. Esters of the peracid can be used as well and examples thereof include tert-butylperoxyacetate and tert-butylperoxypivalate. Examples of inorganic initiators include for example ammonium- alkali- or earth alkali salts of persulfates, permanganic or manganic acid. A persulfate initiator, e.g. ammonium persulfate (APS), can be used on its own or may be used in combination with a
reducing agent. Suitable reducing agents include bisulfites such as for example ammonium bisulfite or sodium metabisulfite, thiosulfates such as for example ammonium, potassium or sodium thiosulfate, hydrazines, azodicarboxylates and azodicarboxylidiamide (ADA). Further reducing agents that may be used include sodium formaldehyde sulfoxylate (sold for example under the trade designation "RONGALIT") or fluoroalkyl sulfimates as disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 5,285,002 (Grootaert). The reducing agent typically reduces the half-life time of the persulfate initiator. Additionally, a metal salt catalyst such as for example copper, iron or silver salts may be added. The amount of initiator may be between 0.01% by weight and 1% by weight based on the fluoropolymer solids to be produced. In one embodiment, the amount of initiator is between 0.05 and 0.5% by weight. In another embodiment, the amount may be between 0.05 and 0.3% by weight. The full amount of initiator may be added at the start of the polymerization or the initiator can be added to the polymerization in a continuous way during the polymerization. Preferably the initiator is added until a conversion of monomer to polymer of 70% to 80% is achieved. One can also add part of the initiator at the start and the remainder in one or separate additional portions during the polymerization.

The aqueous emulsion polymerization system may further comprise other materials, such as buffers and, if desired, complex-formers or chain-transfer agents. Examples of chain transfer agents that can be used include dimethyl ether, methyl t-butyl ether, alkanes having 1 to 5 carbon atoms such as ethane, propane and n-pentane, halogenated hydrocarbons such as CC14, CHCl3 and CH3Cl; hydrofluorocarbon compounds such as CH2F-CF3 (R134a); alcohols; esters; and the like.

The polymers of the present disclosure are partially fluorinated and comprise at least one fluorinated monomer. Examples of fluorinated monomers that may be polymerized using the polymerizable fluorinated emulsiifer include tetrafluoroethylene (TFE), chlorotrifluoroethylene (CTFE), hexafluoropropylene (HFP), dichlorodifluoroethylene, vinylidene fluoride, vinyl fluoride, pentafluoropropylene (e.g., 2-hydropropentafluoropropylene, fluoroethylene, trifluorothylene, 1-HPFP, 2-HPFP, and perfluorinated alkyl vinyl monomers such as perfluorinated vinyl ethers (PVE) and perfluorinated allyl ethers, perfluoro-5-oxa-hept-6-ene sulfonic acid fluoride (MV4S), CF2=CFO(CF2)3CN (MV5CN), and combinations thereof.

Suitable perfluoroalkyl vinyl monomers correspond to the general formula: CF2=CF-R4 or CH2=CH-R4 wherein R4 represents a perfluoroalkyl group of 1-10, or even 1-5 carbon atoms.

Examples of perfluorovinyl ethers that can be used in the present disclosure include those that correspond to the formula: CF2=CF-0-R f wherein R f represents a perfluorinated aliphatic group that may contain no, one or more oxygen atoms and up to 12, 10, 8, 6 or even 4 carbon atoms. Exemplary perfluorinated vinyl ethers correspond to the formula: CF2=CFO(R4fO)n (R5fO)m R6f wherein R4f and R5f are different linear or branched perfluoroalkylene groups of 1-6 carbon atoms, in particular 2-6 carbon atoms, m and n are independently 0-10 and R2f is a perfluoroalkyl group of 1-6 carbon atoms. Specific examples of perfluorinated vinyl ethers include perfluoro (methyl vinyl) ether (PMVE), perfluoro (ethyl...
vinyl) ether (PEVE), perfluoro (n-propyl vinyl) ether (PPVE-1), perfluoro-2-propoxypropylvinyl ether (PPVE-2), perfluoro-3-methoxy-n-propylvinyl ether, perfluoro-2-methoxy-ethylvinyl ether and CF₃-(CF₂)₂-0-CF(CF₃)-CF₂-0-CF(CF₃)-CF₂-0-CF=CF₂.

[0044] Examples of perfluorallyl ethers that can be used in the present disclosure include those that correspond to the formula: CF₂=C(F(CF₃))-0-R₁ wherein R₁ represents a perfluorinated aliphatic group that may contain no, one or more oxygen atoms and up to 10, 8, 6 or even 4 carbon atoms. Specific examples of perfluorinated allyl ethers include: CF₂=CF₂-CF₂-0-(CF₂)nF wherein n is an integer from 1 to 5, and CF₂=CF₂-CF₂-0-(CF₂)x-CF₂-0-(CF₂)y-F wherein x is an integer from 2 to 5 and y is an integer from 1 to 5.

[0045] In addition to the fluorinated monomer, additional monomers may be added, such as non-fluorinated olefinic monomers. Exemplary non-fluorinated olefinic monomers include: propylene, ethylene, isobutylene, and combinations thereof.

[0046] The resulting fluoropolymers of the present disclosure are partially fluorinated. As used herein, "partially fluorinated" means that the repeating monomer units of the resulting polymer comprise at least one carbon-hydrogen bond and at least one carbon-fluoride bond in the polymer backbone.

[0047] In one embodiment, the partially fluorinated elastomer comprises interpolymerized units derived from (i) hexafluoropropylene (HFP), tetrafluoroethylene (TFE), and vinylidene fluoride (VDF); (ii) hexafluoropropylene and vinylidene fluoride, (iii) vinylidene fluoride and perfluoromethyl vinyl ether, (iv) vinylidene fluoride, tetrafluoroethylene, and perfluoromethyl vinyl ether, (v) vinylidene fluoride, tetrafluoroethylene, and propylene, (vi) tetrafluoroethylene, and propylene, or (vii) ethylene, tetrafluorooethylene, and perfluoromethyl vinyl ether.

[0048] Exemplary polymers that would benefit from the methods as disclosed herein include: a TFE/propylene copolymer, a TFE/ethylene copolymer, a TFE/propylene/VDF copolymer, a VDF/HFP copolymer, a TFE/VDF/HFP copolymer, a TFE/ethylene/PMVE copolymer, a TFE/ethylene/CF₂=CFOC₂F₇ copolymer, a TFE/ethyl vinyl ether (EVE) copolymer, a TFE/butyl vinyl ether (BVE) copolymer, a TFE/EVE/BVE copolymer, a VDF/CF₂=CFOC₂F₇ copolymer, an ethylene/HFP copolymer, a TFE/ethylene/HFP copolymer, a CTFE/VDF copolymer, a TFE/VDF copolymer, a TFE/VDF copolymer, and a TFE/VDF/PMVE/ethylene copolymer, and a TFE/ VDF/ CF₂=CFO(CF₂)₃OCF₃ copolymer.

[0049] In one embodiment, the polymer is a TFE/VDF/HFP copolymer derived from at least 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, or even 55% weight TFE and at most 60, 65, 70, 75, 80, or even 85% by weight TFE; at least 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, or even 30% weight VDF and at most 35, 40, 45, 50 or even 55% by weight VDF; and at least 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, or even 30% weight HFP and at most 35, 40, 45, 50 or even 55% by weight HFP based on the total weight of monomers used in the polymerization.

[0050] In one embodiment, the partially fluorinated polymer of the present disclosure comprises less than 50%, 45%, 40%, 35%, 30%, 25%, 20%, 15%, 10%, 5%, 1%, 0.5%, or even 0.1% by mole of monomeric vinylidene fluoride units based on the total monomeric units of the partially fluorinated
polymer. In one embodiment, the partially fluorinated polymer is substantially free of interpolymerized units of vinylidene fluoride.

[0051] In one embodiment, the resulting partially fluorinated polymer may be a fluoroplastic.

[0052] In one embodiment, the polymerization of the present disclosure is substantially free of a non-polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier (e.g., perfluoroalkanoic acids, fluorinated ethers and alkoxy ethers). In other words, less than 25 ppm, 10 ppm, 1 ppm, or even 0.1 ppm of a non-polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier is in the final latex.

[0053] The aqueous emulsion polymerization results in a dispersion of the partially fluorinated polymer in water (also known as a latex). Generally the amount of solids of the fluoropolymer in the dispersion directly resulting from the polymerization will vary between 3% by weight and about 40% by weight depending on the polymerization conditions. A typical range is between 5 and 30% by weight. The particle size (average particle size) of the fluoropolymer is typically between 50 nm and 350 nm with a typical particle size being between 100 nm and about 300 nm.

[0054] Because the polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier is polymerized into the partially fluorinated polymer of the present disclosure, in one embodiment, the resulting latex has a low amount or is substantially free of the polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier. In other words, less than 100 ppm, 50 ppm, 25 ppm, 10 ppm, or even 1 ppm of the polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier is in the final latex.

[0055] After polymerization, the resulting latex may be upconcentrated to increase the solid content. Non-ionic surfactants (e.g., those sold under the trade designations of "TRITON" and "GENAPOL") may be used to further upconcentrate the latex to a solid content of 40 - 60% as is known in the art.

[0056] Alternatively, or in addition to upconcentrating the latex, the fluoropolymer particles may be isolated from the dispersion by coagulation and dried. Such coagulation methods are known in the art and include chemical and physical methods, for example, using an electrolyte or inorganic salt (such as HC1, H2SO4, HNO3, H3PO4, Na2SO4, MgCl2, ammonium carbonate, etc.), using freeze-thaw cycles, applying high shear, and/or applying ultrasonics.

[0057] In another embodiment, the process described herein may be used to generate a fully polymerized polymer particle, wherein no further polymerization is conducted on the polymer particles.

[0058] The polymerizable fluorinated emulsifiers of the present disclosure comprise at least one ionic group. During polymerization, these polymerizable fluorinated emulsifiers are incorporated into the resulting polymer and some of these groups may be accessible for quantitation. The ionic groups can be detected by techniques as is known in the art, e.g., Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy or by titration.

[0059] In the present disclosure, the polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier is used to stabilize the growing polymer during polymerization. Yet, a low level of polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier is used, so that the resulting properties of the final partially fluorinated polymer are substantially the same as those which were polymerized with a non-polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier. For example, the partially fluorinated
polymer made as disclosed herein with a polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier, should be substantially the same as the same polymer made with a non-polymerizable non-telogenic fluorinated emulsifier (e.g., perfluoroalkanoic acids and their salts or fluorinated ethoxylated carboxylic acids and their salts). For example, tensile strength should be less than 20%, 18%, 15%, 12% or even 10% different, and the elongation should be less than 20%, 18%, 15%, 12% or even 10% different. Additionally, the processing properties of the partially fluorinated polymer made as disclosed herein with a polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier, should be substantially the same as the same polymer made with a non-polymerizable non-telogenic fluorinated emulsifier.

[0060] In one embodiment of the present disclosure, the resulting dried partially fluorinated polymer made by the processes disclosed herein is substantially free of a non-polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier. In other words, the partially fluorinated polymer comprises less than 10 ppm, 5 ppm, 1 ppm, 0.5 ppm, 0.1 ppm, 50 ppb (parts per billion) 10 ppb or even no non-polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier. The amount of non-polymerizable fluorinated emulsifiers in the polymer can be determined by volatizing or extracting the emulsifiers from the partially fluorinated polymer using techniques known in the art.

EXAMPLES

[0061] Advantages and embodiments of this disclosure are further illustrated by the following examples, but the particular materials and amounts thereof recited in these examples, as well as other conditions and details, should not be construed to unduly limit this invention. In these examples, all percentages, proportions and ratios are by weight unless otherwise indicated.

[0062] All materials are commercially available, for example from Sigma-Aldrich Chemical Company; Milwaukee, WI, or known to those skilled in the art unless otherwise stated or apparent.

[0063] These abbreviations are used in the following examples: g = gram, kg = kilograms, min = minutes, mol = mole; cm= centimeter, mm = millimeter, ml = milliliter, L = liter, psi=pressure per square inch, MPa = megaPascals, and wt = weight.

[0064] Methods

[0065] Melt flow index

[0067] The melt flow index (MFI) of the fluoropolymers, reported in g/10 min, was measured at a temperature of 265°C following a method similar to that described in DIN EN ISO 1133 with a support weight of 5.0 kg. The MFI was obtained with a standardized extrusion die of 2.095 mm diameter and a length of 8.0 mm.

[0068] Melting point

[0069] Melting peaks of the fluoropolymers were determined following a method similar to that described in ASTM 4591 by means of Perkin-Elmer DSC 7.0 (Perkin-Elmer, Waltham, MA) under nitrogen flow and a heating rate of 10°C/min. The indicated melting points relate to the melting peak maximum.
[0070] Particle size determination

[0071] The latex particle size determination was conducted by means of dynamic light scattering (Malvern Zetazizer 1000 HAS, Malvern, UK) following a method similar to that described in ISO/DIS 13321. The reported average particle size is the z-average. Prior to the measurements, the polymer latexes as yielded from the polymerisations were diluted with 0.001 mol/L KCl-solution, the measurement temperature was 20°C in all cases.

[0072] Polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier determination

[0073] A BF₃ methanol complex was used to derivatize the CF₂=CF-0-(CF₂)n-CF₂-COO⁻ molecule in the polymer to its methylester form. The content of the polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier in the polymer sample was determined by headspace gas chromatography with a mass spectrometer detection. A fused silica capillary column having an inner diameter of 0.32 mm coated with a 1% vinyl/ 5% phenyl/ 94% dimethyl polysiloxane (1.8 μm film thickness) was used. The results are reported as the methyl ester form.

[0074] Comparative Example A

[0075] The polymerization experiment was performed in a 50-L kettle equipped with an impeller agitator and a baffle. 30 L deionized water containing 12 g ammonium oxalate, and 2 g oxalic acid were fed into the kettle. Air was removed from the kettle by alternating evacuation and pressurizing with nitrogen up to 4 bar. After evacuating the air, the kettle was pressurized with 8.3 bar HFP, 2.3 bar VDF, 1.1 bar TFE, and 0.4 bar ethane (chain transfer agent), resulting in a total pressure is 15.5 bar abs. The temperature in the kettle was adjusted to 60°C. Polymerization was initiated by pumping an aqueous solution containing 0.15 g Potassium permanganate dissolved in 30 ml deionized water into the kettle. The speed of agitation was 240 rpm. Polymerization temperature and pressure were kept constant by feeding TFE, HFP and VDF in a constant ratio of 1:0.335:0.379 and feeding a solution of 5 g potassium permanganate in 1 L deionized water at a rate of 0.15 kg/hr.

[0076] When 2.0 kg TFE was consumed, the polymerization was stopped due to declining TFE uptake. The vessel was then vented and the resulting dispersion discharged. The thus obtained dispersion has a solid content of 9.7 % and an average particle size of 302 nm. The MFI (265°C/5kg) was 60 g/10min.

[0077] Comparative Example B

[0078] The same set-up and similar conditions as described in Comparative Example A was used with the following exception, the 30 L of deionized water contained 23 g of a non-polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier ( (CF₃-O-(CF₂)n-CF=O)₂CH-F, prepared as described in U.S. Pat. No. 7,671,112 Hintzer, et al.), along with 12 g ammonium oxalate, and 2 g oxalic acid.

[0079] When 4.5 kg TFE was consumed, polymerization was stopped by no longer feeding in the monomers and lowering the speed of agitation. The vessel was vented and the resulting dispersion was discharged. The thus obtained dispersion has a solid content of 19.6 % and particle size of 198 nm. The MFI(265°C/5kg) was 40 g/10min.
Example 1

The same set-up and similar conditions as described in Comparative Example A was used with the following exception, the 30 L of deionized water contained 7.3 g of a polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier of \( \text{CF}_2=\text{CF}-0-(\text{CF}_2)_3-0-\text{CF}_2\text{COO}\text{Na}^+ \) (which was received as in its methylester form from Anles/St. Petersburg, Russia and converted in-house to the sodium salt form) along with 12 g ammonium oxalate, and 2 g oxalic acid.

When 4.5 kg TFE was consumed, polymerization was stopped by no longer feeding in the monomers and lowering the speed of agitation. The vessel was vented and the resulting dispersion was discharged. The thus obtained dispersion has a solid content of 20.4% and an average particle size of 116 nm. The MFI at 265°C/5kg was 50 g/lOmin. No polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier could be detected in the resulting latex indicating that the polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier was incorporated into the polymer.

Example 2

The same set-up and similar conditions as described in Comparative Example A was used with the following exception, the 30 L of deionized water contained 6.9 g of a polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier of \( \text{CF}_2=\text{CF}-0-(\text{CF}_2)_4\text{S0}_2\text{NH}_4^+ \) (prepared from \( \text{CF}_2=\text{CF}-0-(\text{CF}_2)_4\text{S0}_2\text{F} \) as disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 6,624,328 (Guerra) and converted to the ammonium salt form) along with 12 g ammonium oxalate, and 2 g oxalic acid.

When 4.5 kg TFE was consumed, polymerization was stopped by no longer feeding in the monomers and lowering the speed of agitation. The vessel was vented and the resulting dispersion was discharged. The thus obtained dispersion has a solid content of 19.8% and an average particle size of 124 nm. The MFI at 265°C/5kg was 57 g/lOmin.

Foreseeable modifications and alterations of this invention will be apparent to those skilled in the art without departing from the scope and spirit of this invention. This invention should not be restricted to the embodiments that are set forth in this application for illustrative purposes. To the extent that there is a conflict or discrepancy between this specification and the disclosures incorporated by reference herein, this specification will control.
What is claimed is:

1. A method of making a partially fluorinated polymer dispersion comprising:

polymerizing one or more fluorinated monomers in an aqueous emulsion polymerization in the presence of a polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier to form the partially fluorinated polymer, wherein the polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier has the formula:

\[ X_2C=CX(CF_2)_m(CH_2)_n[0-(CX\_2\_p]q\_m-[0-(CX\_2\_r]t\_r-[0-(CX\_2\_v]w\_v-[CH_2]_zY \]

where \( X \) is independently selected from H, F, or CF₃; \( Y \) is COOM or SO₂M where M is H, an alkali metal or NH₄; m is 0 to 5, n is 0 to 5, p is at least 1, q is 0 to 5, r is 0 to 5, s is 0 to 5, t is 0 to 5, u is 0 to 5, v is 0 to 5, w is 0 or 1, and z is 0 to 5; wherein at least one of m, n, q, s, t, u, v, and z is at least 1; wherein the polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier (a) comprises at least 1 fluorine atom; and (b) is less than 1 wt % based on the total weight of monomers used; and wherein the partially fluorinated polymer comprises less than 50 mol % vinylidene fluoride.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier is perfluorinated.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier is substantially free of telogenic activity.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier is selected from the group consisting of:

\[ CF_2=CF-\_n\_m[0-(CF\_2\_p]q\_m-[0-(CF\_2\_r]t\_r-[0-CF\_2\_v]w\_v-[CH_2]_zY \] (II)

\[ CF_2=CF-\_n\_m[0-(CF\_2\_p]q\_m-[0-CF\_2\_r]t\_r-[0-CF\_3\_v]w\_v-[CF\_2\_3]_zY \] (III); and

\[ CX_2=CX-(CF_2)_m\_n\_m-[0-(CF\_2\_p]q\_m-[0-CF\_2\_r]t\_r-[0-CF\_2\_v]w\_v-[CH_2]_zY \] (IV)

where \( X \) is independently selected from H, F, or CF₃; \( Y \) is COOM or SO₂M, where m is an integer selected from 0 to 5, p is at least 1, r is an integer selected from 0 to 5, s is an integer selected from 1 to 5, t is an integer selected from 1 to 5, v is an integer selected from 1 to 5, and M is H, an alkali metal, or NH₄.

5. The method of any one of the previous claims, wherein the polymerization is substantially free of a non-telogenic emulsifier.

6. The method of any one of the previous claims, wherein the polymerization is substantially free of a non-telogenic fluorinated emulsifier.
7. The method of any one of the previous claims, wherein the polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier is added throughout the polymerization.

8. The method of any one of the previous claims, wherein the amount of polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier is at least 50 ppm and no more than 5000 ppm based on the amount of perfluorinated monomer used.

9. The method of any one of the previous claims, wherein the polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier is provided in the form of an aqueous microemulsion.

10. The method of any one of the previous claims wherein the partially fluorinated polymer comprises (i) polymerized monomers of tetrafluoroethylene, hexafluoropropylene, and vinylidene fluoride; (ii) polymerized monomers of tetrafluoroethylene, hexafluoropropylene, vinylidene fluoride and a monomer selected from: perfluoralkoxy alkenes, perfluoro alkyl vinyl ethers, perfluoralkoxy vinyl ethers, ethylene, propylene, and combinations thereof.

11. The method of any one of the previous claims wherein the partially fluorinated polymer dispersion comprises less than 30% polymer solids.

12. An aqueous mixture comprising:

   a polymerization product of a fluorinated monomer and a polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier selected from:

   \[ X_2C=CF(CF_2)_m(CH_2)_n[0-(CF_2X_2)_p]_q[-0-(CF_2X_2)_r]_s[-0-(CF_2X_2)_t]_u[0-(CF_2X_2)_w]_v[-CH_2]_w \]

   where X is independently selected from H, F, or CF_3; Y is COOM or SO_3M; m is 0 to 5, n is 0 to 5, p is at least 1, q is 0 to 5, r is 0 to 5, s is 0 to 5, t is 0 to 5, u is 0 to 5, v is 0 to 5, w is 0 or 1, and z is at least 1; and M is H, an alkali metal, or NH_4; wherein the resulting polymer comprises less than 50 mol % of vinylidene fluoride; and wherein the aqueous mixture is substantially free of a non-telogenic fluorinated emulsifier.

13. The aqueous mixture of claim 12 wherein the aqueous mixture comprises less than 30% polymer solids.

14. A polymer comprising a partially fluorinated polymer wherein the partially fluorinated polymer is substantially free of a non-polymerizable fluorinated emulsifier.
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